Personal, Social and Emotional Development
We will make sure that we are talking to our friends whilst playing,
always using kind words and kind hands and trying to develop
relationships. We will be encouraged to add storylines and
narratives in our play, and to share these ideas with others so we
can all take part in a story.

Mathematics
Over the next half-term we will be securing our
knowledge of numbers, learning to count in sequence to
30 and recognise and write numerals to 20. We will also
be working on improving our ability to add and subtract
numbers by counting-out objects into groups and
working out what happens when we combine them or
take objects away. We will also be learning to order
events and to correctly use the language of time.
As always, we will be singing lots of counting songs to
support our learning, including 5 Little Men In A Flying
Saucer, 5 Currant Buns, 5 Speckled Frogs and 1,2,3,4,5,
Once I Caught A Fish Alive.

Personal, Social and Emotional Development


Describe ourselves in positive terms and talk about our abilities.



Begin to accept the needs of others, taking turns and sharing resources.



Take steps to resolve conflicts with other children and find a compromise.



Explain our own knowledge and understanding and ask appropriate questions of
others, paying attention to their answers.

Mathematics
Number:


Recognise numerals 1 to 20.



Count up to 10 objects reliably.



Use the language of fewer and more to compare two sets of objects.



Find the total of items in two groups by counting all of them.



Say the number that is one more and one less than a given number.



Record using marks that they can interpret and explain.

Shape, space and measure:


Begin to use correct mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3d shapes and ‘flat’
2d shapes.



Use familiar objects and common shapes to create and recreate patterns
and build models.



Order objects according to size, length and weight.



Uses positional language (up, down, above, below, in front, behind etc) to
describe shapes and objects.

